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Chet Ensign ([chet.ensign@oasis-open.org](mailto:chet.ensign@oasis-open.org)), Chief Technical Community Steward, helps technology teams at OASIS work within the organization's framework to achieve the goals set out in their charters and grow robust communities of adopters and implementers. He plays a major role in setting OASIS strategy, policy, and new programs.

Chet supports teams working in subject areas as diverse as cybersecurity, e-commerce, key management, legal technology, cloud computing, IoT, energy markets, and emergency response.

Actively involved with the consortium since it was founded in 1993, Chet joined the staff in 2011. He is based in Maplewood, New Jersey, USA.

[LinkedIn profile](http://www.linkedin.com/pub/chet-ensign/0/62/513)
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